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In Goethe’s 1707 poem The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, an old wizard leaves the workshop to 
his student with instructions to fetch water. Empowered by his newfound freedom, the 
novice enchants a broom to perform the chore – which it does more than sufficiently, 
again and again, until it has flooded the establishment. Eventually the apprentice is left 
with no option but to attack the bewitched besom: 

‘Crash! The sharp axe has undone you. 
What a good blow, truly! 
There, he’s split, I see. 
Hope now rises newly, 
And my breathing’s free.’

Cut to Milan in 1958, onto the sudden change in surface tension when Lucio Fontana 
slices his canvas; to a London hospital and the breathless moment when the umbilical 
cord between a newborn and its mother is snipped; to Baron Haussmann incising axes 
into the historic fabric of Paris; to another budget cut to the NHS; to the glistening cut 
given to a diamond in the rough; to this academic year, as Intermediate 10 focuses on the 
moment and aftermath of such forced rupture. 

When something is cut out of (or into) a given context, a new composition is stimulated. 
The initial focus will be on the existing – that which comes before us, a process not 
unlike the survey of a newly discovered land, species or language (bearing in mind that 
sometimes one must set out for India to reach America). It will be our task to establish a 
position that allows us to perceive, record and evaluate – only to then transform, subvert 
or even endorse our enticing findings with an informed design proposition. A venture 
that could lead to the cutting of the Gordian knot, just as much as to the severing of the 
re-growing heads of Hydra – or even right back to the apprentice’s troublesome cleft 
broom: 

Woe betide me!
Both halves scurry 
In a hurry
Rise like towers
There beside me. 
Help me, help, eternal powers!

< prev. page: Lucio Fontana cutting a canvas. Photograph by Ugo Mulas, c. 1965



aGenda

In the iconic opening scene of Luis Buñuel’s 1929 film Un Chien Andalou we see a 
woman being held by a man with a razor in his hand; a cut to a view of the moon passed 
by clouds; another cut to a hand slicing through an eye with a razor… The shocking im-
pression that the woman’s eye is being cut is delivered by the way in which the sequence 
has been cut together: just as much as the scene shows a “cut”, it is established through 
it. Cut from woman, to moon, to close up of an (animal) eye – the montage of the severed 
film shots creates a new intentional whole. Film as a medium is predicated on the tech-
nique of capturing, cutting and splicing. It is the cutting of the material and its splicing 
together, that allows the fusion of different frames and scenes into a sequence. Similarly, 
collages – whether analog or digital – are based on the rearrangement of cut-out material 
into a new, self-contained entity. Both of these visual art forms (not unlike architecture) 
are generated through the combination of fragments – explicitly selected or randomly 
found – and such excerpts are always cut out of a larger whole. In this sense the cut itself 
is the underlying, essential act of production and invention.

When a surgeon slices through skin it is rarely an end in itself: the initial incision serves 
as an opening to an underlying problem. Medicine, and surgery in particular, display the 
many roles a cut can play: an impromptu tracheotomy, the life-saving amputation of a 
limb, the ritual cut of a circumcision, the aesthetic incision in plastic surgery. In this sense, 
a cut can take many forms and serve numerous purposes: it opens up, removes, splits 
into parts, releases, carves out and recomposes… The overall goal, however, is not the 
separation or severance itself, but the re-established and improved whole – a re-imagined, 
seamless and healed total. The fact that the body can heal and reconnect separated parts 
makes it the ultimate collage. And, not surprisingly, the body, its parts and configuration 
thus constitute the basis for an abundance of narratives and interpretations: Frankenstein 
comes to mind, mythical creatures like the Minotaurus or the Wolpertinger – not to men-

Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí. Un Chien Andalou, 1929
 
 



tion the endless Dadaist and Surrealist sculptures and collages (some better, some worse) 
aiming to submit a new impression of a severed yet fully healed bodily whole. The unit 
aims to observe, implement and capitalise on the tension between the separated and the 
re-established, the confronted and the forgotten, harmony and shock, smooth and rough, 
matching and diffused, ad hoc and composed. 

Gordon Matta-Clark. Splitting, New Jersey, 1974



Joseph Michael Gandy. The Bank of England by Sir John Soane, 1830

Above all, the cut is, from its outset, a “tool” for division; a cut separates one from 
another. In this sense the wall, probably the archetypical architectural element (and thus 
cutting to the chase and tying this back to architecture), also acts as a sort of inverted 
cut. It separates, one (in)side from another (out)side. There is, on the other hand, rarely 
a wall that does not have an opening cut into it. Read in this way, architecture relies 
substantially on the process of cutting – obviously also physically: a stone that has been 
cut from a quarry in order to be converted into a built structure underlines the way in 
which architecture manifests itself as the disassociation and re-association of geological 
material. Nevertheless, the “cutting” of actual build structures – the incision of boule-
vards into urban fabric – cutting away the homes of people – just as much as the division 
of a single, nondescript house scheduled for demolition, such as the one split by Gordon 
Matta-Clark in 1974 in New Jersey – would generally appear as a harsh and brutal 
gesture. A cut breaks up a rigid configuration, it destroys, but it can also instil new life or 
even conserve what it is cut into – whether “incised” a priori (such as Cerda’s Diagonal in 
Barcelona) or a posteriori (Haussmann’s boulevards in Paris).

The trained fingers that accurately direct the blade of a Sushi chef’s knife and the coarse 
hands that grasp the handle of a lumberjack’s axe swinging at a mighty tree might seem 
from different worlds, but both follow well-considered trajectories and serve their own 
specific purpose. One could say that while acts of cutting always share a range of char-
acteristics, their effects and results emerge from an endless range of opportunities. In the 
end, a cut can be much more than just the action or condition itself, as it is, above all, a 
man-made, artificial intervention and an expression of culture – just as the cut of a suit or 
a piece of clothing describes not only the way it is cut from a piece of cloth, but its actual 
shape and style, and thereby expresses value and the attitude of the “protagonist”.

Despite its manifold connotations and meanings, cut(ting) should not be understood as 
an indifferent, empty placeholder: above all it takes the form of a premeditated, harsh 
but liberating and enabling gesture. Our primary interest is not with the cut in itself but 
rather with that which comes afterwards or as a consequence. The cut is merely a means 
to an end, a transitory entity, and something we see and experience all around us to dif-
ferent degrees and measures. Let’s study it, tame it, perfect it, and make it work for us.



StrUCtUre
 
Introduction: This is where we are now. Tense. Nervous. Excited. Maybe still undecided. 

Exposition: Term 1 will be primarily concerned with three aspects: Firstly, the acquisi-
tion of representational and compositional skills (drawing, modelling, building/making, 
visualising and cutting) that will serve both documentary exercises (surveying existing 
sites, archive material and architectures) and the simultaneous development of concep-
tual ideas and strategies. Secondly, a proposal for a piece of architecture on top of a roof. 
Thirdly, an understanding of role, purpose and potential of cut(ting) in architecture – to 
the extent of a verbal presentation outlining a position towards the term and condition in 
architecture and beyond. The term will begin with a ten-day design competition and will 
culminate with our unit trip to Korea and Japan (to be confirmed).

Development: Upon our return in Term 2, we will start with a short summary and the 
post-rationalisation of the findings of the trip, leading (in)to the London based pro-
ject – choosing a site and a program – and climaxing with a full-fledged architectural 
proposition. Armed with the experience and understanding of Seoul and Tokyo, we will 
formulate and craft a position for London, practically and conceptually, developing an 
approach to the notion of cut in architecture. Here, aspects of formal, contextual and op-
erational nature will come into play. Simultaneously, the Third Year students will develop 
their TS submission, based on the first term design competition – which provides an ideal 
ground for testing and designing a submission, in terms of materiality, performance and 
structural invention, all leading to a technically proficient and enjoyable resolution.

Recapitulation: Term 3 is the shortest of the year – nevertheless it is here when things 
finally come together, and when we begin to finalise the overall argument. We will pro-
gressively focus our investigations on aspects of construction and representation. Here 
a post rationalisation and sharpening of the project will be pursued, culminating in the 
presentation of a personal, playful and proficient portfolio.

Coda: A brief but intense phase. The design and production of the exhibition space and 
materials – prints, models, books, etc. – provides the chance to reflect and position our-
selves towards the work of the year. 

Michael Heizer. Double Negative, Nevada, 1969-70



meanS

We will investigate the cut as a notion and a way of engaging with the city and architec-
ture of various scales, just as much as in the form of an existing, or inflicted, phenomena: 
the axis, the view corridor, the street, the window, the core, the removed, the added and 
the combined…

When something is cut its surface is punctured; the blood and inner soul are laid bare. 
What was closed before, is now exposed. The architectural section – from Latin secare 
“to cut” – functions in this way: it reveals what would otherwise be hidden and thus 
enables us to examine (and work with) the internal makeup of a structure. The beauty of 
the section is that it is an imagined and idealised cut. On the one hand, it is the most di-
rect and sober single-plane form of representation – a form of contract – but, at the same 
time, it is the ultimate conceptual and invented piece of vision, because, in most cases at 
least, we do not cut the buildings or walls themselves, we don’t produce physical proof, 
but we simply imagine or dream about what is going on on that plane. Within the work 
of the unit these simultaneously descriptive and productive drawings hold great relevance 
and, together with various other media – recordings, measures, images, videos and mod-
els – form the foundation for the further exploration of a given situation. 

Matisse in his studio at Hôtel Régina, Nice. Photograph by Lydia Delectorskaya, c. 1965



These “surveys” explore and articulate a spatial or social condition, but at the same time 
they reflect the stance and intentions of the person producing them. They are – deliber-
ately – not impartial: through description alone a condition is, by definition, reinvented 
in the authors own personal (technical and artistic) voice. The unit seeks to explore the 
potentials in this grey zone between description and invention. While the existing condi-
tion (as found) sets the tone and is captured as sincerely as possible, it is supplemented 
by interpretation and even invention, filling in the blind-spots and completing a latent 
picture.

Archizoom. Quartieri paralleli per Berlino, 1969



mOtIve

Within the unit, the documentation and classification of the existing forms the basis for 
the conceptual and formal positioning of the students. One of the main aspects of the 
year will therefore be the establishment of the individual brief(s) itself. The unit is con-
vinced that design is not only about what an answer can be, but firstly about what a 
meaningful question is. In following this line of investigation, the unit’s field of operation 
will be London: for the many problems it faces and the immense (often hidden) potentials 
it contains, just as much as its mere proximity. As the unit is dedicated to observation as 
a key trigger for design – and thus to developing a project based upon the examination of 
the spatial, material, economical, ecological, cultural and political conditions that sur-
round it – the nearness and accessibility of potential sites is key.  

Besides its practical value, the rich building stock and infrastructure, the concurrence of 
lifestyles and the conflicts arising from the varying economic possibilities, the collision of 
contrasting historic styles and technologies, the countless narratives weaving its histories, 
and – not the least – our personal attachment to it, make London a most relevant context 
for these explorations. Here, the aim is by no means an idealisation or romanticisation of 
the old and existing, but a strategic and opportunistic appropriation of what is there al-
ready. These discoveries need not be approached with courteous respect or even favourable 
intentions (providing an alleged solution or letting of blood), but in the way of an experi-
mental, critical, and potentially subversive engagement with – and proposal for – the given 
situation.

Comme des Garçons. Black Rayon Jacquard Dress with Wide Rectangular Skirt,  
A/W 83–84. Photograph by Naoya Hatakeyama, 2009



OppOrtUnIty

We will meet twice a week – on either Monday, Tuesday or Friday – for the discussion of 
the projects, which will usually take place either in our Unit Space, alternative rooms at 
the AA or in an office in the Barbican. In addition to these meetings, there will be more 
extensive seminars and workshops which explore specific themes, issues and techniques 
in more depth. Juries and pin-ups (sometimes internal, but usually with invited guests) 
will take place regularly in order to collectively discuss the production – and thereby to 
reinforce, broaden and diversify the discourse within the unit.

All help, direction, instruction and even briefs will be provided by the unit masters, 
but at the same time it is central to the unit’s didactic ethos that each student develops 
a year-long project by deciding independently on all key aspects and directions which 
constitute a body of work (i.e. site, programme, format and context). In this regard, it is 
very important to note that no specific graphic style or format will be privileged over any 
other, however, what will be expected is a clarity of thought, a sense of enjoyment, a dual 
compulsion to tackle pragmatics and risks, an inherent curiosity and the looming realisa-
tion that you might actually be learning something.

Paul Rudolph. Lower Manhattan Expressway, New York, 1967-72



 Diderot & d‘Alembert. Encyclopédie, 1751–66: Chirurgie, Planche II



OUtLIne COntent

- Primary research at a London site: exploring physical, structural, archaeological, social 
and historical conditions in order to identify a particular design focus.
 
- Secondary research on the history and theory of the architecture of the cut and the cut-
ting of architecture – practical as much as conceptual. Understanding of its application 
and appropriation via adequate building technologies.
 
- Understanding the value and use of precedents: Haussmann’s Parisian boulevards, Gor-
don Matta-Clark’s Splitting, the Berlin Wall and the DMZ, Matisse’s Cut-Outs …

- Design competition for a roof-extension to the AA, demonstrating the programmatic, 
structural, technical and material strategies.
 
- Design proposal based on the articulated understanding of “cut” on a domestic, com-
munal and urban scale – showing awareness of the tectonic and programmatic context 
(evidenced through design, idea and program), presented via a technically proficient set of 
drawings, images and models at appropriate scales.
 
- Japan (and Korea) survey: exploration, documentation, research and graphic analysis of 
a spatial condition.

Gabriel Orozco, Butterfly Effect 5. 1998



traveL (tBC)

During the break between the first and the second term the unit will travel to Korea and 
Japan, primarily exploring Seoul and Tokyo respectively, but with a slight detour via Busan 
to Fukuoka and up to Tokyo. While a range of visits and presentations will be organised, 
students should also independently start to familiarise themselves with the dynamics, his-
tories, figures and landmarks of Korean and Japanese urbanism, architecture and design.

Makoto Aida. Azemichi (a path between rice fields), 1991



CHeCKLISt

An (incomplete) list of some of the things to expect and encounter during the year:

- coming up with a design proposal under the pressure of limited time.

- discovering something special in the most mundane.

- getting lost in an unfamiliar city.

- calmly becoming proficient about your own whereabouts in a certain city.

- having the intuition to follow your own leads.

- talking about your design and ideas in a compelling and convincing way, without notes 
or other prompts, for six minutes or 360 seconds.

- drawing in all forms of the traditional architectural canon (plan, section, elevation, and 
isometric projection).

- dropping references wilfully and casually.

- constructing conceptual models in appropriate scale, material and operation.

- visiting libraries, archives, workshops and places of production.

- arranging words into illuminating and seductive texts.

- designing a doorsill, light switch or window handle in the context of the overall scheme.

- other skills, including welding, casting, collaging, cutting, editing, talking, reading, ob-
serving and composing, will be highly valued, as well as other more general talents that 
include eating, drinking, dreaming, smiling, entertaining and keeping form.

Mies van der Rohe. Project for Concert Hall, 1942
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  Weidenfeld and Nicolson Ltd.
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Le Corbusier. Rooftop Garden of Charles de Beistegui Apartment, 1929-31
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